Characteristic points and cycles in planar kinematics with application to the human gait.
We present a novel method to process kinematical data typically coming from measurements of joints. This method will be illustrated through two examples. We adopt theoretical kinematics together with the principle of least action. We use motion and inverse motion for describing the whole experimental situation theoretically. By using the principle of least action, the data contain information about inherent reference points, which we call characteristic points. These points are unique for direct and inverse motion. They may be viewed as centers of the fixed and moving reference systems. The respective actions of these characteristic points are analytically calculated. The sum of these actions defines the kinematical action. This sum is by design independent of the choice of reference system. The minimality of the kinematical action can be used again to select numerically one representative cycle in empirically given, approximately periodic motions. Finally, we illustrate the theoretical approach making use of two examples worked out, hinge movement and the sagittal component of the movement of a human leg during gait. This approach enables automatic cycle choices for evaluating large databases in order to compare and to distinguish empirically given movements. The procedure can be extended to three dimensional movements.